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Abstract: Huntington’s disease (HD) is an inheritable autosomal-dominant disorder whose
causal mechanisms remain unknown. Experimental models have begun to uncover these
pathways, thus helping to understand the mechanisms implicated and allowing for the
characterization of potential targets for new therapeutic strategies. 3-Nitropropionic acid is
known to produce in animals behavioural, biochemical and morphologic changes similar to
those occurring in HD. For this reason, this phenotypic model is gaining attention as a
valuable tool to mimick this disorder and further developing new therapies. In this review,
we will focus on the past and present research of this molecule, to finally bring a
perspective on what will be next in this promising field of study.
Keywords: 3-nitropropionic acid; Huntington’s disease; quinolinic acid; succinate
dehydrogenase; transgenic mice models
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1. Introduction
Research in the field of 3-nitropropionic acid (3-NP) toxicity is extensive, so in pragmatic terms, it
is impossible to cover all the studies performed with this toxin up to the present. For this specific
reason, we would like to offer our sincere apologies in advance for those relevant studies that were
unintentionally omitted in this review. For sure, several groups have made important contributions to
this field, so we will try to cover as many relevant studies as possible.
The purposes of this review are: i) to bring the reader into contact with some of the most relevant
findings that have served to establish the whole toxic model with a historical perspective, ii) to briefly
explore some of the recent research on this field that is offering relevant information to enrich our
perspective on this model, and iii) to offer the reader some potential perspectives on those lines of
research that will be probably explored through this model to contribute to the understanding of toxic
mechanisms involved in neurodegenerative disorders. In particular, the 3-NP toxic model is offering
inferential information on those toxic events occurring in Huntington’s disease (HD). For these reason,
we will divide this review into three different parts, each one corresponding to a specific chronological
phase of research on 3-NP; and start this review with a brief description of this disorder.
2. The Past
HD is a neurodegenerative process mainly affecting the basal ganglia in the brain. Symptoms
appearing in this disorder have been described for long time (different descriptions can be documented
as early as the fourteenth century). Indeed, HD was also known as Saint Vitus’s dance or dancing
plague. The disease was first described by Charles Waters as a convulsive disorder, but it was in 1872
[1] when George Huntington formally described it for the first time and referred to as a
hereditary chorea.
HD is catalogued as a rare disease, with a stable prevalence in white populations affecting
5-7 individuals per 100,000 [2–10]. The age of onset ranges between 30 and 40, with death occurring
after 15–20 years; onset sometimes occurs early in young people at around 20 and evolves over
periods of around five years [1,11–17]. It is also known as an autosomal dominant inheritable
neuropathological disorder triggered by excessive repetition of the cytosine-adenine-guanine (CAG)
triplet, which encodes glutamine present in protein huntingtin (Htt). This triplet is located in exon 1 at
the Huntington gene (HTT), also known as transcript 15 (IT15) [17], located in region 16.3 at the short
arm of chromosome 4 (4p16.3).
The number of triplets expressed by the Htt-encoding gene - and therefore the extension of
polyglutamines present in the protein - will determine penetrance, age of onset and probability of
transmission to descendants and disease severity.
The symptoms appearing and developing during the course and evolution of HD can be classified
into three large groups: i) physical symptoms; ii) cognitive symptoms; and iii) psychiatric symptoms.
The first evident symptoms are physical inability accompanied by a wide variety of cognitivepsychiatric alterations [18–32].
Although several biochemical, molecular, physiological and anatomical changes in HD have been
extensively described, these have yet to be fully established and clarified; nevertheless, numerous
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findings in recent decades [33–36] have enabled researchers to put forward different hypotheses about
different molecular mechanism potentially occurring in this disorder [32,37–43].
Different biochemical studies have also revealed the existence of major defects in the energetic
metabolism of HD patients characterized by mitochondrial dysfunction. Mitochondria of HD patients
are affected by alterations in electron transport chain (ETC) function, in which complexes II and III are
affected, prompting a significant decrease in succinate oxidation and ATP synthesis. Complex IV
(cytochrome oxidase) is also affected, albeit to a lesser extent. Other defects seem more selectively
distributed, such as in the case of complex I (NADH dehydrogenase) and pyruvate dehydrogenase
complex [44–50].
Mitochondrial dysfunction is the main source of reactive oxygen species (ROS). ROS-triggered
excitotoxicity also induces massive entry of calcium ions (Ca2+) from the extracellular medium,
prompting the release of this ion stored in the mitochondrion and endoplasmic reticulum to the
cytoplasm, and ultimately resulting in the activation of neuronal nitric oxide synthase or nitric oxide
synthase type I (nNOS or NOS-I) with the subsequent release of nitric oxide (NO). In turn, NO is
transformed into peroxynitrite (ONOO─) after reacting with superoxide anion (O2●─) from the ECT.
These events, together with dopamine (DA) metabolism, create an imbalance between oxidant and
antioxidant systems characterized by excessive production of ROS as O2●─, hydrogen peroxide (H2O2),
ONOO─ and a reduction in enzymatic (superoxide dismutase, SOD; glutathione peroxidase, GPx) and
non-enzymatic (reduced glutathione, GSH) antioxidant systems, resulting in the appearance of
exaggerated oxidative status characterized by macromolecular damage due to oxidative stress (OS).
This imbalance promotes typical OS cascades, suchas oxidation of proteins and DNA, and lipid
peroxidation. This phenomenon is associated with cellular damage and neuronal death and plays a
crucial role in the neurodegenerative process of HD by helping explain the strengthening or
intensification of the toxic effect of mHtt [49–58]. In this regard, one important histopathological
finding was the discovery of mHtt protein deposits in the form of inclusion bodies or intraneuronal
aggregates in HD [20,35,59]. The mechanism triggering aggregation resulting in selective neuronal
dysfunction has not yet been determined. However, it is likely that a conformational change reduces
the susceptibility of mHtt to degradation by the ubiquitin-proteasome system, thereby facilitating
inclusion formation. It has also been reported that protease-induced mHtt degradation causes the
appearance of fragments that facilitate aggregate formation [51,60–68]. Thus, through this and other
mechanisms, mHtt may affect nuclear and cytoplasmic proteins that regulate transcription factors (e.g.
CBP, REST), survival/neurogenesis/apoptosis signalling (e.g. Akt, EGF, p53), mitochondrial function,
tumour suppression, vesicle release (e.g., brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) vesicles),
proteolysis (caspases and calpain), protein degradation (ubiquitin-proteasome system),
neurotransmissors and axonal transport [28,69–80].
Similarly, the generation of models that mimic, to a greater or lesser extent, the HD phenotype and
biochemical-molecular and cellular changes in the disease have allowed researchers to better
understand the process and perform a clearer and more detailed study of the biomolecular mechanisms
participating in and/or facilitating the development of HD. This has also enabled the development of
useful models for studying strategies.
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2.1. The 3-nitropropionic acid (3-NP) model
Nowadays, researchers are able to study the post-mortem brains of HD patients and analyse
biochemical-molecular parameters in biological media, such as blood and cerebrospinal fluid.
Nevertheless, animal models have unquestionable value, despite their limitations, due to the
considerable amount of anatomopathological, histopathological, physiopathological, biochemical and
molecular data they can provide, thereby allowing researchers to obtain better knowledge of these
phenomena and further integration in HD. They are also very useful tools for designing and studying
new therapeutic targets, procedures and drugs.
Since the 1970's, different animal models have been developed for studying HD. The first was
induced by kainic acid (KA) [81], based on the vulnerability of striatal neurons to excitotoxicity
caused by excessive stimulation of excitatory amino acid receptors with further triggering of neuronal
death [28,82]. Other models have been developed since then: for instance, the models induced by
quinolinic acid (QA), malate (malonic acid; MA) and 3-NP. More recently, transgenic models have
also been developed in both rodents (the first transgenic mouse model dates from 1996) [83] and other
inferior organisms: the vinegar fly [84] and Caenorhabditis elegans [85]. However, the most used
models are undoubtedly the rodent and non-human primate models.
The most widely used models for studying neurodegenerative processes in the specific case of HD
have been non-genetic models because they are easy to use, control and acquire. Basically, these
models induce cell death through excitotoxicity mechanisms (KA and QA) or alteration of
mitochondrial metabolism (3-NP and MA).
The central nervous system is particularly sensitive to variations in energy resources due to the high
metabolism of neurons, with alterations in oxidative metabolism clearly representing a risk for the
viability of this model. Changes in the availability of energy substrates, such as glucose or oxygen,
cause an alteration that affects membrane potentials followed by depolarization [43,86]. In recent
decades, many diseases have been associated with energy metabolism impairment, including HD,
which exhibits decreases in glucose and oxygen levels in the basal ganglia and cerebral cortex [87].
2.1.1. Treatment with 3-NP and behavioral changes
3-NP is a natural toxin synthesized by fungi (Aspergillus flavus; Astragalus, Arthrinium) and plants
(Indigofera endecapylla); it crosses the blood-brain barrier and therefore, it can be administered
systemically. The pioneering study in this field was performed by Chinese researchers and Hamilton
and Gould [88,89]. Its administration by means of a subcutaneous osmotic pump or direct
subcutaneous injection or intraperitoneal injection are effective methods for systemic infusion of 3-NP,
although doses must be adjusted daily according to the weight of the animal since its administration
prompts a decrease in the animal’s body weight, up to as much as 20 g [90]. Intrastriatal and
intraputaminal infusions are also used.
Different animal species and strains can be used to develop this model with similar profiles of
neurotoxicity to those seen in HD brains. The most common of these are rodent models, where the
effect is triggered in different murine (CD1, C57BL/6, BALB/c, Sebster/Swiss, 129SvEMS, etc.) and
rat (Fischer, Lewis, Wistar, etc.) strains. Interestingly, the response to this neurotoxin differs according
to the species and strain used; doses must therefore be adjusted according to weight, administration
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period (method and time), species and strain of animal used to obtain the desired biochemicalmolecular, cellular and phenotypic changes (acute, subacute and chronic) [44].
Thus, rats are more sensitive to 3-NP treatment than mice. Among different rat species, Fischer rats
are the most vulnerable to the toxic action of 3-NP. However, these rats are often not suitable for study
due to the difficulty of controlling damage caused by this toxin. In contrast, Lewis rats are ideal for use
with 3-NP since they are less sensitive than Fischer rats and respond more stably and consistently to 3NP in terms of behavioral alterations and lesions [91,92]. Wistar and Sprague-Dawley rats are also
sensitive to this agent [44,93–106], developing, despite lower sensitivity to 3-NP, lesions and
behavioral alterations of extraordinary value for studying possible routes involved in HD, as well as
for testing new therapeutic strategies (Sumarized data in Table 1).
The 3-NP model can mimic and reproduce the hyperkinetic and hypokinetic symptoms of HD,
depending on the time and dose administered, thus allowing the initial (or early) and late phases of HD
to be evaluated. The administration of 3-NP (10 mg/kg intraperitonelly for more than four doses)
induces the onset of similar symptoms to hypokinetic symptoms, while administration in two
individual doses diplay similar symptoms to hyperkinetic symptoms (Table 1) [107]. The effects of
acute treatment with 3-NP at a maximum dose of 20 mg/kg are observed after the first two injections
(Table1), with expression of a phenotype similar to the HD phenotype, although its histopathology is
different to that observed in the initial stages of HD, often accompanied by extra-striatal
lesions [107–110].
Table 1. Treatment with 3-NP in rats.
Rats
Fischer
Lewis

Acute
10 mg/kg/day (2–3 days, i.p.)
10–30 mg/kg/day (1 day, i.p.)
38 mg/kg/day (2 days, s.c.)
15 mg/kg/day (1 day, i.p.)

Sprague-Dawley 30 mg/kg (0.5–4 hours, s.c.)
Wistar

10–20 mg/kg/day (1–4 days,
i.p.)
20 mg/kg/day (2 days, s.c.)

Sub-chronic and Chronic

50–60mg/kg/day (3–4 days, i.p.)
38 mg/kg/day (5 days, i.p.)
10–15 mg/kg/day (28 days, i.p.)
20 mg/kg/day (3–4 days, i.p.)
15 mg/kg/day (5 days, i.p.)
10–20 mg/kg/day (7 days, i.p.)
10 mg/kg/day (twice dose by week/4
weeks, i.p.)
20, 40, 60 mg/kg/day (9 days, i.p.)

i.p.: intraperitoneally; s.c.: subcutaneous.

Chronic administration of 3-NP at low doses (10 mg/kg/day, 3–6 weeks) [111,112] induces a
sustained state of metabolic alterations and some other features similar to those displayed by HD
patients. For instance, non-human primates under chronic schedules display lip dystonia and
choreiform movements, while prolonged administrations of this toxin (for four months) trigger
spontaneous dyskinesias and dystonia [113–118]. These results suggest the following limitations in
this model: i) the existence of quite different aberrant movements between non-human primates and
rats; and ii) the differential organization of basal ganglia once again between primates and rodents, the
striatum being formed by two well-defined parts in non-human primates and a single structure in
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rodents, a phenomenon clearly evidenced by certain events such as conduct, where behavioral changes
are different in both animals. Thus, in non-human primates, chronic intoxication with 3-NP triggers a
series of movements similar to those observed in HD patients, although these motor alterations have
not been reproduced in rats under the same experimental conditions. Moreover, rats treated chronically
with 3-NP did not display clear dyskinetic movements resembling chorea [112,113].
Although some motor alterations may constitute resemblances to HD, experimental models must
also be able to reconstruct cognitive aspects of this dosorder, such as those of memory and attention
alterations. In this regard, it has been shown that at the end of a given 3-NP treatment, non-human
primates displayed similar cognitive deficit to that observed in HD individuals [117]. According to
Borlongan et al. [91], the behavioral changes observed in animals administered with 3-NP may be
summarised in three major phases: stage I) sleepiness; stage II) uncoordinated march with sterotypical
padding and rolling movements; and stage III) lateral and ventral recumbence [43,113,114].
2.1.2. 3-NP and mitochondria
Despite the fact that 3-NP, a metabolite of 3-nitropropanol, was first described in Chinese children
who had eaten contaminated sugar [119], it was first identified a few years earlier after the massive
poisoning of cattle in the Western U.S. These animals, after being poisoned with infected legume crops,
displayed different motor alterations that evolved towards discoordination and paralysis [120].
As mentioned above, 3-NP is a toxin that irreversibly inhibits (suicide inhibitor) the enzyme
succinate dehydrogenase (SDH; E.C. 1.3.99.1) [121], which in turn is present in the internal face of the
mitochondrial membrane and is responsible for the oxidation of succinate to fumarate. Inhibition of
this enzyme invariably leads to neuronal death in caudate and putamen nuclei, triggering severe
dystonia in children [120] (Figure 1).
Figure 1. 3-NP irreversibly inhibits succinate dehydrogenase (SDH; complex II) of
electron transport chain (ETC) and tricarboxylic acid cycle. Schematic representation of
the effect of 3-NP on ETC. IM: inner membrane; IMS: Intermembrane space; OM: outer
membrane. Complex I: NADH dehydrogenase; Complex III: Cytochrome bc1 or
cytochrome c reductase; Complex IV: Cytochrome c oxidase; Complex V: ATP synthase.
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Since the 3-NP-triggered neurodegeneration model mimics the cascade of processes leading to cell
death in HD - mainly mitochondrial alteration - as well as some of its histological and pathological
characteristics, it has been proposed as a valuable phenotypic model for studying different aspects
related with HD and new drugs.
On the other hand, it is known that alterations in glucose metabolism cause decreased ATP
production. Several enzymes involved in the electron transport chain (ETC) and tricaboxylic acid cycle
(TCA, Krebs cycle) are indeed, triggered in the course and evolution of HD. Different studies have
also shown that aconitase and complex II, III and IV activities are reduced in the striatal nucleus
(caudate + putamen) of HD patients [122–124]. Therefore, damage to mitochondrial complexes occurs
simultaneously to the lost of membrane potential, together with a redistribution of cytochrome c. Some
of the studies reporting these alterations have also shown that cyclosporine A, an inhibitor of the
permeability transition pore, acts as a neuroprotector against 3-NP.
3-NP also induces caspase-9 activation, which in turn requires the simultaneous presence of Apaf-1,
cytochrome c and ATP. Overall, these data suggest that neuronal death may occur in the presence of
intense ATP depletion [125–127]. In addition, studies performed in primary neuron cultures show that
3-NP induces the exprssion of different mitochondrial factors associated with apoptosis, including
cytochrome c and Smac/DIABLO protein [128].
In regard to oxidative damage, it is known that the alteration of oxidative metabolism by 3-NP
induces oxidative and nitrative stress due to excessive ROS/RNS production and/or depletion of
antioxidant systems. Therefore, oxidative damage has been largely linked with neuronal loss in the 3NP model. Moreover, calcium ions (Ca2+) play an important role in this process since its homeostasis
is altered by the neurotoxin, which triggers cytosolic increases from internal storages that lead to NOS
activation via Ca2+/calmodulin, and the subsequent production of NO. Additionally, increased Ca2+
concentrations due to the opening of both voltage-gated membrane channels and voltage-gated Nmethyl D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor-channel complex trigger excitotoxicity and associated events,
including the activation of proteases involved in cell death such as calpains [103,104,129–134].
Calpains in turn mediate the degradation of different proteins, including Htt. Interestingly, the activity
of this protein is unaffected in areas where 3-NP does not cause cell death [12,128] (Figure 2).
2.1.3. 3-NP and neurotoxicity
Different studies have suggested that glutamatergic innervation due to excitotoxicity plays an
important role in 3-NP-induced striatal degeneration. These reports have shown the existence of
spontaneous glutamate flow in slices of brain and synaptosomes treated with 3-NP [37,135]. Support
to these findings came from Storgaard et al. [136], who showed that treatment with inhibitors to
recapture glutamate increased the 3-NP-induced neurorotoxicity.
In regard to excitotoxicity, in 1988 Novelli et al. [137] established that affecting the energy
metabolism in cells may lead to excitotoxicity. These authors demonstrated that oxidative metabolism
and Na+,K+-ATPase dysfunction triggered enhanced neurotoxicity to glutamate [43,111,137,138].
Further studies performed with 3-NP and microdialysis techniques revealed moderate increases in
glutamate in rat brains treated with 3-NP. Increased lactate levels have also been reported, indicating
that mitochondrial energy disruption is taking place in this model. Altogether, these findings match
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with those reported by other groups, supporting the idea that 3-NP induces excitotoxicity by turning
neurons more sensitive to basal glutamate levels.
Figure 2. Neurotoxicity by 3-NP: 3-NP promptes complex II inhibition and increased
sensibility of NMDA-R (excitotoxicity). 3-NP toxicity affects microglia, astrocytes and
neurons, and causes secondary excitotoxicity by making neurons more vulnerable to
endogenous basal levels of glutamate, while prompting a reduction of ATP availability.
This scenario causes relief of voltage-dependent Mg2+ blockade at the NMDA-R pore. In
turn, the activation of these receptors leads to massive entry of Ca2+ to cytoplasm and
further activation of a number of calcium dependent enzymes, including calpains and NOS.
Alltogether, these events lead to cell death by different pathways: necrosis and/or apoptosis,
depending of intensity of insult and cell type. ETC: Electron transport chain; LDH: Lactate
dehydrogenase; mΔψ: Membrane potential; NMDA-R: N-methyl D-aspartate (NMDA)
receptor; 3-NP: 3-Nitropropionic acid; RNS: Reactive nitrogen species; ROS: Reactive
oxygen species.

Glutamate levels are regulated by sodium-dependent transporters (Na+) present in the glia and
neurons. The activity of these transporters depends on the transmembrane sodium gradient generated
by Na+/K+ ATPase. Glutamate internalized in the glial cells is metabolised to glutamine and released
into the extracellular space, where it is reconverted into glutamate. Therefore, glutamatergic
homeostasis mostly depends on the balance and control of all components involved; its alteration may
lead to excessive NMDA-R stimulation, prompting their activation and triggering excitotoxicityinduced neuronal death [40,139] (Figure 2). It has also been reported that during ischemia, NO
production starts after initial stimulation of NMDA-R, a phenomenon involving neuronal-NOS (nNOS)
activation [140].
Of note, 3-NP-induced increases in intracellular Ca2+ levels are more intense in astrocytes than in
neurons, thus inducing primary astrocyte degradation [94,130,131]. In astroglia, these changes are
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mediated by the Na+-Ca2+ exchange system, while other mechanisms are involved in neuronal
degeneration [131].
Although most studies on 3-NP cytotoxicity have been focused on neuronal death, other brain cells
may also be affected [141]. Regardless astrocytes play a crucial trophic role in neuronal survival,
studies on the effect of 3-NP in this regard are still scarce. In 2000, Ohgoh’s research group performed
a study in primary neuronal cultures to analyse the effect of astrocytes on neuron vulnerability to 3-NP
[142]. This study clearly showed that the presence of astrocytes reduced neuronal vulnerability to the
toxicant. Other studies have also reported that, under in vivo conditions, modification of the astrocyte
phenotype due to over-expression of cytokine ciliary neurotrophic factor (CCNF) protects the striatum
from the toxic effects of 3-NP [143]. Deshpande et al. [130] showed that chronic intoxication of rats
with 3-NP induced striatal damage characterized by lower cell density after hematoxylin-eosin staining
of animal brain slices, compared with untreated animals. In addition, loss of immunostained positive
cells for glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) in the striatum was revealed by the appearance of empty
spaces around the gliosis area. In view of these results, authors reported the existence of astrocyte loss
in the lateral area of the damaged striatum. These findings were subsequently confirmed by Villarán et
al. [144] who found that 3-NP toxicity induced a decrease in GFAP immunoreactivity and microglia
activation, determined by immunostaining with OX-6, as well as an increase in the number of
apoptotic cells. All these findings revealed and confirmed an important role of astrocytes in neuron
survival/death ratio. Moreover, the administration of 3-NP to astrocyte cultures is capable of causing
substantial increases in intracellular calcium levels [94,131]; its administration in vivo prompts a
reduction in the number astrocytes, as well as a loss of white matter and axons, together with loss of
oligodendrocytes [141,145–148]. Although the precise function of astrocytes in the 3-NP-induced
toxicity is not completely clear, some reports in scientific literature have shown that these cells are
important for removing glutamate from the synaptic cleft and for cell survival. Previous studies have
confirmed this observation, showing that 3-NP induces changes in astrocytes prompting a reduction in
the release of trophic factors [44].
Some enlightening information emerged when 3-NP-induced toxicity in astrocytes was associated
with NO. This messenger has been shown to be toxic for CNS in pathological conditions [130]. NO is
synthesized by NOS, whose three isoforms are expressed by brain cells:
i) Endothelial NOS (eNOS): also known as type III NOS. This is a calcium-dependent enzyme
initially found in the endothelium.
ii) Neuronal NOS (nNOS): also known as type I NOS, present in nerve tissue.
iii) Inducible NOS (iNOS): also known as type II NOS. This enzyme is calcium independent, plays
an important role in immune system modulation, and it is regulated by different cytokines. In
addition, it produces NO in astrocytes, microglia and macrophages in response to inflammatory
reactions.
Microglia, which is activated in the event of intoxication by 3-NP, can also play an important role
in the toxic pattern elicited by this molecule. It has been observed that degenerated parts of the
striatum are invaded by microglia, the most evident phenomenon from a time and intensity standpoint
in the case of acute 3-NP treatment [141]. Microglia activation is accompanied by increased ROS
production, thereby allowing these glial cells to participate in the 3-NP-induced neurotoxicity and
neurodegeneration [141,149,150].
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2.1.4. 3-NP and ROS/RNS
Alteration of mitochondrial activity is associated with abnormally high formation of ROS. ETC
enzyme inhibition leads to an increase in electrons released from the mitochondria and the subsequent
production of ROS, including O2●─ and H2O2. ROS production in turn, alters the balance between
oxidants/antioxidants, causing molecular damage that leads to cell death, in a process currently known
as OS. Oxidative damage induced by OS affects cell membranes and nucleic acids, as evidenced by the
increase in 8-hydroxy-2-deoxiguanosine (8OHdG), carbonylated proteins and lipid peroxides
(malondialdehyde, MDA; 4-hydroxynonenals, 4-HDA; thiobarbituric acid reactive substances,
TBARS) [151,152].
All these events are triggered by acute or chronic treatment with 3-NP through the inhibition of
SDH at TCA and ETC [121,153]. In rats, mice and non-human primates, 3-NP reproduces OS
situations similar to those observed in HD [103,104,120,132,154–156]. These events are indirectly
revealed by the preventive effect shown by the prior or simultaneous administration of different
exogenous and endogenous antioxidants [100–105,134,157–161]. Together with nitrative, nitrosative
or nitrergic stress (NS), OS produces substantial ATP depletion and neuronal death [103,104,153,162]
(Figure 2).
3-NP also induces the release of reactive molecules deriving from NO through stimulation of NOS
activity. Thus, subsequent induction of NOS leads to NO production. In turn, NO may react with O2●─
to produce ONOO─. The later molecule is characterized by its high cytotoxicity and its capability to
induce both protein nitration and hydroxyl radical (●OH) formation [163], which is the most toxic and
harmful free radical known (Figure 2).
2.1.5. 3-NP, neurochemistry and neuropathology
3-NP induces striatal toxicity, causing degeneration of GABAergic medium spiny neurons in the
striatum, resembling those processes observed in HD [154]. When administered systemically under
chronic conditions, it causes bilateral, symmetric and selective neuronal degeneration of the lateral
striatum [164], being restricted to the dorso-lateral area of the caudate-putamen, and thus mimicking
the process that takes place in the dorso-lateral area of the putamen in HD patients [59]. This event
suggests that lateral striatal neurons are more susceptible to mitochondrial damage. In contrast, acute
administrations of 3-NP produce lesions with more diffuse cellular loss. The neurotoxin induces cell
death through necrosis and apoptosis, a couple of processes also observed in the course and evolution
of HD [165].
3-NP-induced cerebral lesions are more or less specific to the striatum, although other areas located
in the hippocampus, thalamus and brain cortex are also affected [91]. These lesions display neuronal
loss accompanied by moderate gliosis, decreases in cytochrome oxidase activity and a relative sparing
of NADPH diaphorase-positive interneurons and dopaminergic striatal afferents.
In studies with 3-NP, and based on existing data, Bossi et al. [166] established and characterized
three types of striatal lesions, according to histopathological evidence: i) Type I lesions, described as
small lesions distributed randomly in the dorsal striatum with sparing of NADPH-diaphorase neurons;
ii) Type II lesions, characterized by greater loss than in type I, with diaphorase neuronal sparing and
shrunken islands of cells; and iii) Type III lesions, characterized by neuronal loss in the whole dorsal
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striatum with slight alteration of the ventral area. Lesions in tyrosine hydroxylase fibers have also been
reported [113,114,166,167].
Different studies have shown that DA levels increase after 3-NP administration to animals, which is
related with DA release [135]. Indeed, DA represents an additional factor accounting for 3-NP toxicity
on GABAergic neurons. Filloux and Townsend reproduced these results and reported that an
intrastriatal DA injection triggers a neurotoxic effect, quite similar to the one boosted by simultaneous
administration of DA release stimulators such as amphetamines, both in acute and chronic
administration models [168]. Additionally, the use of 6-hydroxydopamine (6OHDA), an agent that
causes lesions to the sustancia nigra, reduces 3-NP-induced damage [169].
This background prompted Maragos and fellow researchers [170] to propose that endogenous DA
contributes to striatal damage caused by excitotoxicity by inhibition of glutamate uptake or by the
ROS-independent triggered of mitochondrial complex I. Recently, Villarán et al. [144] found that
reserpine and alpha-methyl-p-tyrosine-induced DA depletion prevented, at least partially, the 3-NPinduced ROS production in striatal synaptosomes. According to the aforementioned authors, these
findings indicate that DA induces mitochondrial ROS production in striatal dopaminergic nerve
endings by inhibiting ETC, thus favouring 3-NP toxicity.
Other changes induced by 3-NP in different molecules involved in the neurodegeneration process
have been identified. Among them, we can mention: i) consecutive increases in adenosine release upon
mitochondrial complex II inhibition [171], ii) decreases in endocannabinoid levels (anadamide and 2arachydonoyl-glycerol) after 3-NP treatment [172,173], iii) decreases in levels of substance P,
enkephalin and choline acetyltransferase [87,91], and iv) increases in levels of somatostatin,
neuropeptide Y and neurotensin [87,91] (Table 2).
Table 2. Molecular changes induced by 3-NP in rats.
Adenosine release
ATP production
Intracellular calcium levels
Caspase-3 activity
Caspase-9 activity
Choline acetyltransferase
Citochrome c release
Dopamine
Dopamine 3,4-dihydroxyphenylacetic acid (DOPAC)
Endocannabinoids
Enkephalin
GABA
Homovanillic acid (HVA)
LDH
Neuropeptide Y
Neurotensin
NMDA-R
NO
ROS production
RNS production
SDH activity
Somatostatin
Substantia P

Increased
Decreased
Increased
Increased
Increased
Decreased
Increased
Increased
Increased
Decreased
Decreased
Decreased
Increased
Increased
Increased
Increased
Increased sensibility to basal levels of glutamate
Increased
Increased
Increased
Decreased
Increased
Decreased
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2.1.6. 3-NP and death cell
Many mechanisms are involved in striatal MSN degeneration during HD. To determine these
mechanisms and processes more accurately, as well as their degree of participation, neuronal toxicity
models have been employed, including 3-NP-triggered models [44]. Proposed mechanisms include
trophic factors, such as BDNF.
BDNF is produced by cortical neurons and secreted into the striatum. It is, indeed, essential for
striatal neuronal survival and maintenance [174]. Its expression is regulated by sequestering of the
transcriptional repressor/neuron-restrictive silencing factor (NSR/REST) in the cytoplasm; in this
regard, it is known that mHtt enables the translocation of REST to the nucleus, triggering the
suppression of BDNF transcription, accompanied by alterations in neuronal transport [175–178]. This
phenomenon is to be expected, bearing in mind that BDNF is the main support of the striatum and
produces a variety of neuromodulatory effects in the brain that are more consistent with local actions
than with long-distance retrograde signalling [179]. BDNF and other neurotrophins are also involved
in chronic potentiation (LTP) [180]. Noteworthly, decreases in BDNF levels have been reported in the
caudate nucleus and putamen of HD patients compared with healthy subjects of the same age and
sex [181].
BDNF also regulates neuronal plasticity through its trkB receptors [182]. This indicates that
neurotrophic factors, especially neurotrophins, nerve growth factor (NGF) and BDNF, all play an
important role in regulating the death-survival ratio of adult CNS cells, forming a complex
neuroprotection/damage system [183,184]. As a result, some of these neurotrophic factors have been
associated with the prevention or delay of apoptosis-induced cell death.
Hellweg et al. [185] showed that damage triggered by 3-NP-induced hypoxia is accompanied by
increases in NGF and BDNF in the hippocampus of rats, probably, according to the aforementioned
authors, as a neuroprotective response to the repeated action of an inhibited oxidative phosphorilation.
Other interesting factors in the HD animal model are the glial-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF)
and neurturin, given the function of the later in growth, development and trophic support of
striatal neurons.
It is also important to highlight once again the close relationship between neuronal and cell death in
general, and ROS/RNS production in cell and molecular death expression, currently known as
OS/nitrative stress (OS/NS). As mentioned previously, intoxication with 3-NP triggers intense OS,
accompanied by striatal neuronal loss. ROS/RNS activate mechanisms that intend to prevent, protect
or recover the tissues from the insult induced by 3-NP. Thus, intoxication with 3-NP with the
subsequent ETC complex II inhibition and ROS/RNS production have been linked with activation of
the antioxidant response element (ARE), a cis-acting sequence regulating the transcription of several
cytoprotective genes. After oxidative insult and subsequent GSH depletion, the nuclear factor erythroid
2-related factor (Nrf2) translocates to the nucleus and dimerises with small Maf proteins (MAF)
(family of basic-leucine zipper transcription factors) to form a complex linked to ARE proteins, which
are activated to coordinate the expression of genes that counteract the pro-oxidant signals triggered by
3-NP [125,186,187] (Figure 3). ARE inhibits cell death by apoptosis mediated by Fas (signaltransducing adaptor protein that associates with tumour necrosis factor (TNF) receptor complexes), a
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substrate for proteases similar to caspase-3 and an effector that facilitates cell survival via PK-like ER
kinase [188–192].
Figure 3. Activation of protective genes by 3-NP. 3-NP triggeres the transcriptional
activation of vitagenes expression, which encoded phase II detoxification enzymes, by
mean of antioxidant response element (ARE). COX-2: Cyclooxygenase 2; GST:
Glutathione S transferase; HO-1: Hemeoxygenase 1; NADPH: Nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide phosphate; 3-NP: 3-Nitropropionic acid; NQ01: NADPH quinine
oxidoreductase 1; Nrf2: Nuclear Factor-E2-related factor 2; NF: Nuclear factor kappa
beta; ROS. Reactive oxygen species; RNS: Reactive nitrogen species; TRXr: Thioredoxin
reductase; UGT: Uridine 5’-diphosphate glucuronosyltransferase. Ikb: Inhibitor of NF;
Keap1: Inhibitor of Nrf2; Small Maf: Transcriptional repressors or transcriptional
coactivators.

There is also evidence that 3-NP induces cytochrome c release and activation of both the apoptosisinducing factor (AIF) and cysteine proteases (caspases) 2, 3 and 8 [192–194]. In turn, caspase-2
activation induces the release of mitochondrial cytochrome c and alters the interaction of the later with
anionic phospholipids, cardiolipin, thereby increasing the release of this hemoprotein to the
external domain.
Recently, it has been reported that Jun-N-terminal kinase (JNK) activity may play an important role
in the pathogenesis of the selective lesion induced by 3-NP [195]. JNK is a kinase belonging to the
stress-activated mitogen-activated protein kinase (SAPK), like p38. SAPK is activated by proteins
such as apoptosis signal-regulating kinase 1 (Ask1), belonging to the mitogen-activated protein kinase
kinase kinase (MAPKKK) family, which in turn are activated by cell stress, in particular by
OS [196,197].
Another possible process involved in apoptosis-induced neuronal death has been described by
Pelegri et al. [198]. This group found that cell cycle activation in brain tissue is one process involving
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3-NP-induced neuronal death, reporting neuronal expression of G1 markers (cyclin dependent kinase,
CDK: CDK4, CDK2; and cyclin, Cy: CyD1, CyE), and activation of the transcription factor E2F-1
(which interacts directly with retinoblastoma protein and cyclin A, facilitating cell cycle entrance and
DNA synthesis) in the striatum after 3-NP treatment. 3-NP has also been shown to reduce the
expression of the p27 cellular cycle inhibitor and increase phosphorilation of the retinoblastoma
protein [199], as well as activation of CDK5, which regulates calpain activity [200]. Altogether, all
these signals point out to one major event: enhanced molecular toxicity and degeneration via OS.
Some studies have shown that 3-NP-induced cytotoxicity is accompanied by elevations of lactate
dehydrogenase (LDH) - a characteristic marker of death by necrosis [100–102,165,201] -, indicating
that this type of cell death is taking place in the toxic insult triggered by molecule, albeit to a
lesser extent.
All these data endorse the fact that 3-NP induces neuronal death by both necrosis and apoptosis,
probably triggered by excitotoxicity and OS [147,165]. These phenomena may also be associated with
an inflammatory response. Seidel’s group showed that 3-NP increased the levels of the intracellular
adhesion molecule (ICAM)-1 in a model of murine neuroblastoma cells (Neuro-2a) [202].
The nuclear factor-κB (NFκB), a protein related with the immune system and inflammatory
response, has been associated in neurons with the response to excitotoxicity, metabolic stress and OS,
and may be responsible for the induction of both pro- and anti-apoptotic genes, depending on the
intensity and nature of the stimulus. Recent findings show that this regulatory factor may be involved
in the promotion of nNOS transcription; hence, 3-NP would induce nuclear translocation of NFκB and
the simultaneously expression of iNOS and nNOS [203] to create a pro-inflammatory scenario.
2.1.7. 3-NP model: advantages and disadvantages
Although oxidative metabolism inhibitors develop specific HD aspects, since this is a genetic
process, their use has a series of disadvantages and advantages [90,204–206]:
Disadvantages:
I)

mHtt is not produced or folded in metabolic toxic models; cytoplasmic and neuronal
inclusions are therefore not observed;
II) the onset of cellular death is progressive and inversely proportional to the number of CAG
triplets, a situation (especially the later) not replicated in the metabolic model since cell
death is induced immediately by 3-NP through excitotoxicity and metabolic mechanisms
not dependent on mHtt;
III) despite the fact that the 3-NP model reproduces different cognitive and behavioral aspects
of the HD phenotype, the resemblance of other behavioural aspects, such as suicidal
tendencies and obsessive-compulsive conduct, has not been possible. Nonetheless, results
obtained recently by our group (unpublished data) show that the administration of a daily
dose of 3-NP (10 mg/kg/ip) for three days induces depression and anxiety valued by the
forced swimming and open field test, respectively;
IV) the model induced by 3-NP is itself limited to the bioavailability of the toxicant; once
metabolized and eliminated, it ceases to have an effect, enabling tissues to respond to the
insult.
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Advantages:
I)

massive cell death induced by the neurotoxin makes it a useful model for studying
neurotoxicity phenomena;
II) it is a useful model for analyzing and studying neuroprotective and neurorestoration
therapies for HD patients;
III) it is a useful model also for examining the synergic effect of mitochondrial alterations on
Htt mutation;
IV) it is,m indeed, useful for studying mechanisms involved in HD pathogenesis such as ROS
formation, protease activation, astrogliosis, etc.

In summary, only chronic systemic treatment produces motor dysfunctions and striatal lesions that
mimic HD histological and neurochemical alterations. This model can also provide important
flexibility for studying different stages of HD, as well as neurotoxic processes or other events
involving mitochondrial alterations. It may also be useful for testing the efficiency of different
treatments at different stages of the disease. However, it seems that genetic models are currently more
popular due to their more adequate mimicking of the alterations that take place in HD, although it
should not be forgotten that excitotoxic and mitochondrial toxins are often used in transgenic HD
models and in in vitro studies to evaluate the sensitivity of aberrant genetic material to these
toxicants [207].
2.2. Other Huntington’s disease induced models: Emphasis on QA and facilitating models
Comparisons of the phenotypic model of HD produced by 3-NP with other toxic models is relevant
since different points of vie. In first instance, it provides contrasting information on how different toxic
mechanisms and events might be participating in the human pathology. This is particularly valid when
considering that other phenotypic model, such as those produced by endogenous molecules or
neurotoxins, are more clearly related with direct excitotoxicity through NMDA-R over-activation. In
this regard, the dissection of the different toxic mechanisms accounting for modeling HD is of major
relevance, interesting models combining toxins and mechanisms have been often developed. In
addition, it is necessary to mention that some other toxic models might resemble more closely, some
alterations seen in HD, so they deserve special attention. This is the particular case of QA.
On the basis of the well described behavioral, morphological, neurochemical and molecular features
of HD, different animal models have been designed for experimental purposes. The animal species in
which they have been developed mostly comprehend non-human primates and rodents (mice and rats).
Most of them are still currently under investigation in regard to how much they resemble HD features,
and for sure, they will continue so, since the results obtained this far constitute valuable approaches for
the characterization of mechanistic events underlying the degeneration in the human disorder, as well
as for the design of novel pharmacological and molecular therapies.
In this point, it is convenient to distinguish between those models produced by administration of
toxic agents, either systemically or intracerebrally (phenotypic models), and those produced by the
molecular manipulation of genome to obtain an aberrant expression of proteins (transgenic models).
The lines of research oriented to use mutant mice as models for HD are based on those molecular
alterations leading to enhanced CAG trinucleotide repeat related with mHtt expression [83], the protein
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likely to be involved in the brain changes observed in HD patients. In this regard, R6/1, R/2, and more
recently JAK mutant mice, represent promising tools for the study of the role of multiple CAG repeats
and mHtt in neurotoxicity elicited in animals, although the behavioral, neurochemical and
morphological information that these models have provided to the comprehension of those toxic
mechanisms occurring in HD is still scarce. This is probably why the use of neurotoxins for
experimentation still represents a reliable resource for HD modeling since these agents provide
important mechanistic information on the noxious events likely to take place in this disorder.
Therefore, in this section we will briefly focus in some phenotypic models additional to that produced
by 3-NP.
The most relevant phenotypic models historically explored include the intrastriatal infusions of the
glutamate analogues KA, ibotenic acid (IA), NMDA, QA, and glutamate itself, to rodents and nonhuman primates [208–210]. Despite some classical studies showed that both KA and IA produced
degeneration of striatal neurons, as well as reduction of glutamate decarboxylase (GAD) and choline
acetyltransferase (CAT) activities – two hallmarks of HD - in animal models [211,212], these plantderived agents were simply unable to mimic other specific morphological and neurochemical features
of HD. In light of the obvious limitations that these models faced from the begining, the search for new
and more accurate models for HD started in the early 80’s. By far, the most prominent of these models,
besides of 3-NP, was the one produced by QA.
Also known as 2,3-pyridinedicarboxylic acid, QA is a tryptophan metabolite at the kynurenine
pathway [213]. This oxidative metabolic pathway [214] is located in glial cells and produces at least
two neuroactive metabolites (QA as excitatory and kynurenic acid as inhibitory) acting on the NMDAR. Given its endogenous nature, QA itself has been directly implicated as a potential pathogenic factor
in HD, since it has been recently demonstrated that neostriatal and cortical levels of this toxicant along with those of the pro-oxidant metabolite 3-hydroxykynurenic acid – are significantly enhanced
in brains from the early low-grade HD [215]. QA has been currently shown to exert selective striatal
toxicity by means of excitotoxic, pro-inflammatory and oxidative mechanisms [216–218]. In fact, both
QA and other metabolites from the kynurenine pathway have been involved in the pathogenesis of
neurodegenerative, infectious, inflammatory and non-inflammatory diseases [219–226]. The toxic
features leading to the proposal of QA-induced lesions as a model for HD are typically based on its
proved capacity to produce a wide variety of events similar to those of the human disorder, including
the striatal depletion of the neurotransmitter GABA accompanied by the selective loss of GABAergic
neurons, increased levels of cytosolic calcium concentrations, ATP exhaustion, neuronal OS and
further massive cell death [227–229]. Following its intrastriatal infusion to rodents, QA has also shown
to produce moderate hyperkinetic motor alterations that mimic the early symptoms of HD, while
3-NPA produces more intense changes corresponding to both later symptoms and juvenile onset of HD
[230]. Although the effects of QA have been largely related with overactivation of NMDA-R, a
compelling body of evidence has implicated OS/NS as an integral part of its pattern of toxicity
[217,231–234]. Despite that part of its oxidative component could be a consequence of excitotoxic
events, some reports have deal with the notion that this component might also be an independent factor
accounting for cell damage. Indubitably, in the next years, the characterization of signaling pathways
through transcription factors, as well as proteomic and genomic analysis, will bring enlightening
information on the mechanisms associated with QA toxicity and its role in HD.
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More recently, an emerging line of research has provided interesting models to study integrative
toxic events occurring in neurodegenerative disorders, including HD. These models comprehend the
facilitation of excitotoxic events through the impairment of energy metabolism, and are produced by
the combination of toxic molecules in different biological systems and under different experimental
conditions, thus turning the neuronal cells more vulnerable to “regular” or moderately high
concentrations of excitatory agents, further leading to excitotoxic damage by means of indirect
overactivation of NMDA-R (“secondary excitotoxicity”), and cell death [235–238]. Specifically, this
kind of toxic events result from the facilitation of NMDA-R since the impairment in energy
metabolism decreases the ATP needed to maintain membrane potential, leading cells to sustained
depolarization mediated by a lack of ATPases activity, and this process in turn, will produce activation
of voltage-gated NMDA-R. A further study supported this concept by testing malonate (a reversible
inhibitor of Complex II at the ETC) at sub-umbral concentrations, in the presence of glutamate,
NMDA or AMPA) [239]. In that study, neuronal vulnerability to excitotoxicity was found increased.
Altogether, these and other evidences strongly point to a tight relationship between energy metabolism
and excitotoxicity, two common elements in HD brains [87,108,240,241]. In terms of mechanistic
events, it has been often assumed that massive extracellular calcium crossing the NMDA-R-associated
channel might be responsible for these alterations. However, Jaquard and coworkers [242] recently
demonstrated that the energy impairment induced by 3-NP, accompanied by a moderate action of QA,
produced together a synergic increase in striatal degeneration in rats that mainly involved the
deregulation of intracellular calcium in absence of NMDA-R hypersensitization, as well as an increase
in calpain activity and cell death. For instance, this suggest that in this specific model, in contrast to
other models already mentioned, the mechanisms underlying toxicity might imply different events and
signaling pathways, further evoking toxic patterns not only different to other combined models, but
also different to the individual models produced by these toxicants (QA and 3-NP). This consideration
is under current investigation, and some supporting evidence has been recently collected from a
published study demonstrating that intracellular calcium—More than extracellular—is responsible for
the oxidative damage to membrane lipids produced by this combined paradigm in synaptic membranes
[162]. In that study, an active role of intracellular calcium was evidenced through the use of a calcium
chelating agent, BAPTA-AM. Its efficacy was compared with conditions of either available or
deprived extracellular calcium in the incubation media.
QA has also been tested in the presence of other energy depletion inducers, such as malonate,
producing an increase in the volume of lesion in animals infused with these toxicants [243]. Although
the results of this interesting report suggested that the toxic synergism in this model was mediated by
NMDA-R sensitization, the obvious differences in regard to the experimental conditions employed in
this study and others should be considered. For instance, in contrast to Jacquard’s group, the use of
malonate in QA-lesioned animals can produce distinct effects as the first is a reversible inhibitor of
succinate dehydrogenase. In addition, several NMDA-R antagonists need to be tested to assess the
dependency of the toxic events on NMDA-R. In this regard, testing only MK-801 represents a
limitation for the study since this antagonist often produces some non-specific effects due to extensive
pharmacological interactions. Altogether, these and other issues might be accounting for the
differential results obtained as compared with those of Jaquard’s group and ours.
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Derived from this evidence, a crucial question persists: why the use of 3-NP plus QA seems to
produce different effects in comparison with other models of facilitated excitotoxicity where other
glutamate analogues or other energy depletion inducers were employed? A precise explanation for
these differences is in course of being developed, but in the meantime we hypothesize that the
combination of some factors evoked by these toxicants may be accounting for the specific effects
obtained in injury animals and brain preparations. Among these factors we could speculate on the
limited potency of QA as an excitotoxic molecule - which is suggestive of other toxic mechanisms
recruited -, its stimulated synthesis by glial cells during neurodegeneration (the potential contribution
of glial cells to the toxic elements of these agents, either as substrates or as inducers), the considerable
inflammatory response triggered by this agent [244], the potential involvement of other toxic
kynurenine pathway metabolites in its pattern of toxicity [245], the irreversible inhibitory action of 3NP, etc. In summary, the many toxic mechanisms exhibited by QA, together with the specificity of 3NP, can be contributing to generate this peculiar model.
Finally, an interesting alternative to explain how these two toxicants together can produce selective
mechanisms of damage has emerged since it has been recently proposed that the 3-NPA-induced
secondary excitotoxicity is mediated by a component at the NMDA-R that is resistant to antagonists
acting at the glycine co-agonist site [246]. If this effect is recruiting selective actions of QA in an
independent manner of NMDA-R, or even avoiding the effects of QA in a combined model, is a
question that remains to be elucidated in further studies. Meanwhile, the information that this
combined model can provide for the characterization of toxic events taking place in HD phenotypic
models will be of major relevance in the next years.
3. The Present
This far, we have described evidence from the past (old and recent) that served to build what now
can be considered the general concept of 3-NP as a toxic tool to resemble some important features of
HD. In this section, we will briefly describe the new approaches that several research groups are
currently exploring using this model to direct research toward new horizons. Once again, if some
relevant report is unintentionally omitted, this was entirely due to the space limitations of this review.
OS remains as a major expression in this toxic model, as well as a key target to ameliorate nerve
tissue damage and the subsequent source of therapeutic designs. Testing the effects of different natural
and synthetic molecules with antioxidant properties against 3-NP-induced toxicity is, today more than
ever, a valuable approach to characterize this model. In this regard, it has been recently reported that
the natural xanthone α-mangostin (isolated from mangosteen fruit) possesses antiperoxidative
properties against 3-NP when tested in both rat brain homogenates and synaptosomal P2 fractions
[247]. Another report dealing with an antioxidant strategy demonstrated the antiperoxidative and
protective effects that an extract of Valeriana officinalis exerted on this model in rat brain
homogenates [248]. These approaches are relevant since demonstrate that targeting oxidative damage
to lipids may result in structural and functional preservation of nerve tissue. Cyclosporine, an
immunodepressant, was recently shown to exert neuroprotective and antioxidant effects in an in vivo
model of 3-NP toxicity in the striatum, cortex and hippocampus of rats [249]. The proposed
mechanism by which cyclosporine produced these effects revealed that 3-NP affected the glutathione
redox balance in these regions through stimulating NO formation. Another mechanism attributed to 3-
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NP as part of its toxic pattern is its proved capacity to exert oxidative damage to proteins. In this
regard, 3-NP was shown to induce oxidative modification of alpha-synuclein in a transgenic mice
model expressing human alpha-synuclein [250]. Enhanced levels of oxidized and nitrated alphasynuclein were correlated with neurological deficits in these mice. In addition, the active contribution
of striatal dopamine to the OS produced in the HD model by 3-NP in rats has been established [251].
According to this report, dopamine is inducing hydroxyl radical formation, which in turn, contributes
to the OS and neurotoxicity evoked by 3-NP, potentiating its effect. Moreover, OS, neurochemical
(dopamine metabolism and Heat-shock protein 72 expression) and neurotoxic markers of 3-NPinduced brain damge seem to be all sensitive to thermal modulation, since hyperthermia induced in rats
turn the animals more resitant to the toxic insult of this molecule [252], by mechanisms still to be
explored. Other drugs potentially acting as antioxidants and neuroprotectants, and recently reported in
this model are the cholinesterase inhibitor rivastigmine [48], the combination of the pro-bioenergetics
coenzyme Q10 plus creatine [253], the sesame seeds extract sesamol [254], lycopene and
epigallocatechin-3-gallate [255], the Withania somnifera root extract [256], the flavonoid kaempferol acting partially as antioxidant, preventing calpain activation and creatine kinase preservation
inactivation - [257], hesperidin and naringin – acting by potentiation of NOS inhibition - [57], the
potent free radical chain breaking antioxidant Trolox® [258], and tert-butylhydroquinone and the
corresponding induction of antioxidant phase 2 enzymes through the Nrf2-ARE pathway [259].
Indubitably, as judging by this cumulative body of evidence, several antioxidants may exert
preventive actions if the CNS under 3-NP attack. Recently, we have develope a particular interest in
characterizing the protective properties of antioxidant and energy precursor agents after the toxic insult
with 3-NP or QA has begun. In other words, we have explored whether agents such as L-carnitine,
when given as post-treatment to rats receiving this toxicants, are able to rescue animals from OS,
mitocondrial dysfunction and other toxic features [260]. This far, our experiments have revealed that
rescue of striatal tissue and nerve terminals is still possible only after a brief period of time (up to 3 h
post-insult), suggesting that some toxic elements evoked by these agents are reversible within a limited
time frame. This opens new research lines oriented to characterize those key events that can be
counteracted in a short time after initiated tissue damage, as well as the design of therapies acting
whitin this time frame. In a near future, these studies will focus specifically on the evaluation of resuce
in different functional markers of neural transmission.
Other investigations have enhanced the broad spectrum of 3-NP actions in the Nervous System. For
instance, 3-NP has been recently employed as a tool to produce a mouse model of spiral ligament
degeneration for studing the pathogenesis of sensorineural hearing loss [261]. Cochleae injected with
3-NP successfully reproduced this pathology in several terms.
3-NP has been used also for exploring the modulation of apoptotic pathways. Histone deacetylase
inhibitors (HDACIs) were shown to prevent p53-dependent and p53-independent BAX-mediated
neuronal apoptosis by different mechanisms. In particular, when postnatal cortical neurons are
challenged with 3-NP and other toxins, they revealed specific pathways since HDACIs prevented
caspase-3 cleavage in a mechanism involving Bax, but not p53 [262]. Moreover, the toxic inhibition of
Complex II at ETC induced by 3NP has been recently shown to be responsible for mitochondrial
fragmentation and neuronal cell death via NMDA- and ROS-dependent pathway [263]. Derived for
this interesting study, authors concluded that mitochondrial fission is the result of secondary
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excitotoxicity and OS/NS, but not derived from energy deficit. Furthermore, although discarded in
some studies, p53 has been involved in other reports as an important mediator of cell damage,
specifically as a factor inducing mitochondria dysfunction-triggered autophagy activation and
apoptotic cell death in rat striatum lesioned with 3-NP [264].
A novel mechanism of 3-NP-induced cell stress and death was recently reported, in which structural
and functional changes of astrocyte cytochrome c oxidase (COX) may be accounting for neuronal cell
death [265]. According to authors, 3-NP-induced upregulation of COX isoform IV-2 cause increased
enzyme activity and cell death at the expense of elevated mitochondrial peroxide production.
Neurochemical alterations by 3-NP are currently investigated. A recent report shows that in vivo
dopamine release – measured by fast-scan cyclic voltametry -, is decreased in this toxic model in rats,
in contrast with what is observed in transgenic models [266]. Still, the implications of these findings
deserve more exploration since it has been mentioned in this review that some reports highlight the
contribution of dopamine in 3-NP toxicity. GABAergic system also suffers, in a differential manner,
the insults of different toxicants. GABAergic striatal neurons were recently shown to exhibit caspaseindependent, mitochondrially mediated programmed cell death, in a study evidencing that 3-NP
elicited a mixed profile of caspase and calpain activation [267].
Protective strategies based on neurotrophic factors are also under current investigation. BDNF was
shown to exert protective effects in the 3-NP toxic model in cortical neurons [268] thorugh different
potential mechanisms. The same group almost simultaneously reported that sonic hedgehog (a
morphogen critical for embiogenesis)-mediated BDNF-induced neuroprotection in the rodent 3-NP
toxic model is involved in this paradigm [269]. Another explanation for the protective actions of
BDNF in this model was offered quite recently, since evidence was collected suggesting that BDNF
decreases the levels of the pro-apoptotic protein BIM in mitochondrial and cortical cell lysates through
the activation of MEK1/2 pathway [270]. A further novel strategy against 3-NP recently described
consists of the use of the brain uncoupling protein UCP4 to attenuate 3-NP-induced cell death by
bioenergetic adaptation, further leading to cell survival [271]. The proposed mechanism of protection
involves the pharmacological inhibition of extracellular signal-regulated kinases (ERKs) by UCP4,
thus limiting the glucose utilization dependency and reducing the activation of cAMP-responsive
element binding (CREB) protein. It is therefore inferred that ERKs are crucial for 3-NP toxicity.
This is as far as this review can go, but for sure several other studies are about to appear in literature,
bringing important clues on the mechanisms exerted by this toxin and the modulation of its toxic
effects. Nonetheless, we believe that we have cover different interesting recent approaches to this field
of research.
4. The Future (Conclusion)
On the basis of the evidence recently collected and already described in this review, the prediction
of the lines that this fascinating field of research will follow in the next years is relatively easy. At least
five major lines are predicted: i) in first place, it is expected that this molecule will be intensively
employed as a tool to explore and resemble the metabolic disturbances linked with depleted energy or
altered glucose management in the brain; ii) intense research on pro-oxidant mechanisms evoked by 3NP at biochemical and molecular levels, its interaction with biomolecules to produce aberrant oxidized
or nitrated proteins, as well as the potential protective actions of different antioxidants, will be also
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part of future research; iii) more specific molecular approaches, either directed to use this agent in
transgenic models, exploring the transcriptional and transductional signaling associated with its
induced toxicity, or the characterization of its pattern of gene and protein expressions through genomic
and proteomic studies, will be investigated; iv) behavioral alterations evoked by 3-NP since different
perspectives will be explored; and finally, v) its use in combined paradigms to produce more complete
and accurate models of HD or other neurodegenerative disorders will be estimated. Altogether, these
lines will bring more enlightening information on those mechanisms involved in the pattern of action
of this toxicant in the CNS. In the meantime, we can conclude this review emphasizing those
properties that had served for modeling one of the most intriguing disorders in then CNS, Huntington’s
disease. As long as one molecule may be able to mimic behavioral, biochemical, morphologic and
molecular aspects of this pathology in animal models, it will remain in use as a valuable tool for
biomedical research for long time.
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